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A wide range of h-calculus models has %een proposed by Scott [ll, 121. In these 
interpretations, the interconvertibility relation among h -expressions is extended by 
mainiy equati the unsolvable terms (i.e., ressions M such that for any 
arguments N,, i Nk the expression MN1 N2 l l Nk has no normal form). This 
extension has been shown by Barendregt [l] and Wadsworth [P4] to be consistent. 
Hyland [5] and Wackworth [14] showed the adequacy of most of Scott’s models 
from a computatioIcia1 point of view; more precisely, each expression is equal to the 
limit of its approxkmations in these models. We will try to go in the reverse direction 
in the first part of this paper and define the value of an expression from its set of 
approximations. Then we prove that, as u r interpretation efines a 
congruence on the language of h-expressions ner [S]). For this we follow 

o made a conjecture about the completeness, in the reducibility _-- _ 
e-out reductions”.* This conjecture is proved in the second part of 

this paper by introducing a “labelled h -calculus”, which the author believes to be a 
me A -calculus problems. The results in this paper are related to the 

elch [Ml. The definition of our interpretation is very 
similar to that of vat [lo] and Vuillemin 31 used for systems of recursively 
defined functiens. ost results appeared in e author’s thesis [6]. 

is the minimal 

Ed-e is a ick is mavbe simpler. 
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MNNIN, . l l Nk stands for ( * 9 9 (((MAT)N1)Nz). l 9 Nk), 

(A XIX2 l l l xon l M) stands for (Axl(Ax2 8 .- (Ax, 

N, Ni being expressions in A, and xi 3 e shall also omit the 
outer-most parentheses of an expression he usual notions of free and bound 
variables are assumed define the substitution of Iv for 
the free occurences of x in 

We consider only two rules of conversion: the a and p rules. If 
M by an Qc -conversion, we write M + N. Similarly, we have 
reduction (possibly of length zero) using only a-conversion from 

‘% N. Mence M 5 N and ML N mean that M reduces by a sequence of 

&luctions, or ar yconversions ikd p-reductions,’ to N. We often forget cy- 

conversions and M + N or M -*+ N are understood as M -gyN or M 3 N. 

Equality must also be considered as eqluality modulo some cu-conversions. Wi will 
trv to use the usual-terminology (residua&standard reductions, etc.) defined in 
[i, 31. We also make use of the context notation (see [9, 141). 

Let us first remark that A can also be considered as the smallest set containing 
(abstraction), 

if x is a variable and s of A. More generally, a head normal 
form is any expression of the form Ax1x2 l 9 l x,,, - xMlM2 l l . M,, where ns, yt > 0 (see 
[14]). Other expressions are of the form Ax& 9 l l xm l (Ax - M) M,--Mm and 

:*: 
have a head redex (Ax a M)N. If M -+ N and N is an abstraction (respectively a 
head normal form) we say that has an abstraction form (respectively a 
normal form). 

has an abstractiosz form, then has a minima! abstraction 

form Ax l No, i.e., ‘we have M z> Ax l No, and for any Ax l such that PAX eNwe 

have Ax l No2 Ax. l 

. can oniy be of form (i) or (iii). In the first case, we have 

thcrwise, for any Ax 9 iuc --T*Axa by the standardization t 

ere is a standard reductio 

R3 Rb. 
--a-*~--+ = Ax l 
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. If has a head normal form, then has a minimal one. 

he proof is very similar to the preceding one. In both cases, the minimal form 
ined by contracting head redexes until an expression of the desired form 

1 eached. 

. 
:S 

is 

We still follow Wadsworth [M] and efir,: the direct approximation 
expression M by 

t#b((hx l M)NM, 

where In is an extra con nt. Basically, 4 ( 
(outermost) redexes of by Jn and su.bst 
obtained. If fi is understood to be “undefined”, 
from M without contracting its redexes. There 
worth’s definition, because we do not want to i 

normal form is 

We 
forms. 

X by N = d)(A). Obviously, A’ is the set of expressions in w-p normal 
prtcisely, N is the minimal set containing: 

Ax ’ a 
xala2 9 l l a, 

if x is a variable and a, ai are aiready in 
in JK, and extending monotonically, we 

as a minimal element 
get the following partial order (: in N: 

of N, x is a va 
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3.1. The set N is a semi-lattice where every directe subset is a lattice.* 

(1) N has a minimal element 0; 
(2) for any pair, a, B c+f elements in N, there exists a greatest lower bound a tl b 

(meet operation ); 
(3) for any pair a, b of elemen!ts in N which are dominated by a common upper 

bound, there exists a least upper bound a U b (join operation). 

The pro& is trivial, and obviously we can give the inductive definitions of a U b 
and a n b (UC to some a-conversions, as for the definition of < above): 

(Ax~a)n(Ax4+=Ax-(anb), 

@ala2 - l l a,) n {xb, bz . - *b,,)= X(U~ n bt)(a2 n b2) - . l (aa n b,,), 

a fI b = 0 otherwise, 

and 

SZUa=aUQ=a, 

(Ax*a)UjAx-b)=Ax-(a US), 

l xw2 l .-a,,)U(xbIbz.-- b,)=x(a,Ub,)(aaUb*)*~~((a,Ub,), 

a U b is not defined otherwise, 

where x is a variable, a, b, ai, bi are expressions of N, and n > 0. The set N is also 
complete for the t7 operation, i.e., each subset X of N has a greatest lower bound 
17 X in JK Moreover, the order < is well-founded in N and we have no infinite 
strictly decreasing chains in N. 

To any expression Al, Wadsworth [14] associates a set of approximations 
which is the set of direct approximations of al1 expressions reducible from M: 

We briefly review some descriptive properties. 

) of approximations of any A -expression 
sub-lattice of X (with the same meet and join operations as in N). 

is a 

We need onIy to show that 13 a.nd U are cbsed in .@;di.‘( 

) by induction on the size 11 a n b 11 of a f7 b. 

<)i partia! 0 ubse is s&8 
s ere is a 

uch tact, that ding if a). See 
Scoet [f Il. 
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ible because of propositi 3.11. 
, and then a n b is in ,s!Q( 

(b) If q n b = Ax. cl, then a = Ax l al and b = Ax 9 b ce, kl! has an 
abstraction form and, by Propositiun 2.1, a minimal one Ax l s al and b 1 are in 

know by induction al n bl is in Sa( ). Thus, AX 9 (aI 1’7 b,) is in 
and a R b is in 

. l 8 en, we have the same roof using Proposition 2.2. 
e Church-Rosser Theorem shows the existence of a c such that t2 <: c and 

defined and a similar proof, based on an induction on the 
size 11 a U b 11, shows that a U b is in &( 

) there is a minimal A -expression N, such that: 

(ii) +(N,I = a; 

(iii) for any N such that sNanda<4(N), 

Follows by induction on the size of There are three cases. 
(1) a=fL Then +(M)=R=a and No= 

(2) a=Axe N and a < 4(N), we have N = Ax l N1, 4(N) = 
Ax 9 & ( N1), an Proposition 2.1, there is a minimum abstraction 

$ N1 and by induetion there is an I minimal for al 
e, if’ &&, = Ax 0 nT,,, we have a 

2 Na = Ax 0 N,,‘: Ax l 1 = N 

and +(N4).= Ax l +( ,) = Ax l al = a. 

(3) a = xalci2 l l l a,. The proof is as in (2), but we no:v need Proposition 2.2, El 

that if a, b are in so 

i = ) 
‘* 1 * 

ere is an + =a an 
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and, in order to be abke to speak of their valu_e, we will complete the set N of w-p 
norrmal forms by adding infinite points. Let N be the set of all directed subsets of 
N: 

JP = (S: S directed, S CN}. 

e can extend the relation < to $ by defining for S and S’ i 

S c S’ iff Vu E S, 3b E S’. s.t. a < b 

Iw order to keep an ordering, we define a quotient set 

JQ-=J?/_=, 

where 

S=S’iff SCS’CS. 

ence, if we denote by [S] the equivalence class of S in &, we have in & 

[S] G [S] iff S c 5’. 

The set & is a semi-lattice where every directed subset is a lattice. 

(1) N has a minimal element [{a}], 
(2) any pair of elements [S], [S’] in $ has a grea’est lower bound [S] n [S’], 
(3) any pair of elements [S], [S’] in & which is dominated by a common upper 

bound has a least upper bound [S] n ES’). 

The proof is obvious and the defin&ns of 

(S] n [S’] = [{a n b ! a E S, b E S’}], 

[S] u [S’] = [{a u b 1 a E S, b E S’}]. 

n and U in & are given by 

ut 2 has a richer structure. Using Scott’s terminology (see for instance [ll]), we 

sitio The domain & is 
(1) complete for directed :subsets of .k, 
(2) algebraic, since 2 ad&s a denumerable basis of isolated elements [{a}] where 

Q EJK 

t every directed subset 
ent of & is the least up 

) which are below it. 
e method we use for t 

one of IGllemin [13]. 
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n thus induce a partial preorder on A defined by [ 
y the definition of J?, we have 

N’ s.t. ‘$N’ and 

We write M = 
interpretation 

u JQ?O* 

and we expect the usual properties for our 
is a directed subset of A-expressions, u X means 

core 0 Thz p -rule of conversion is valid in 9, i.e. z if 

roof. Since &I 2 M’ we have ~4( Now suppose 

MGN, ther as ’ WC know, by the Church- osser ThGorern, that there 

exists an N’ such that N 2 N’ and M’-, N’, and hence #5(N) < &(N’). So we have 

McM’. El 

We extend :he pure A -calculus by adding a constant a and closing under 
abstraction and application, and we let A be the set of terms of the extended 
language. We consider not only &reductions but also an o-rule of conversion 
defined by replacing any subexpression of the form Sz by 0. We write this kind of 

reduction N ‘z* N‘. Let %[ ] denote any context (see [9]), i.e.!, a h 42 expression with 

one subexpression missing, and let %[M] be the corresponding expression 
stands in the position of the previously missing subexpression. 

where 

. %[n]G%[ J for any context and any expression 

. The set of expressions reducible f hit to a subset of the 
oreov I) for any A- 
CW[ 

‘, then z I 
. 
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of this paper, i.e., we sh that for any context 
c M’. So, using the defi n of G , we need to 

show that if %[M’i : PI, then there is an l’d’ such that 

~(,N’). But all we <know is that for any approxi e can have a better 
one for M’. Therel’or in order to compare %’ we try to point out 
the approximation of needed by any reduction from to some IV. That is 

elch’s conjecture: *about inside-out reductions ([U]), which we prove later. Using 

Welch’s notatjons, let %[&I] z+ N designate any reduction 
M 

where, for a’rll i (1 G i s n), the redex Ri contracted between + and AJi is not a 
residual of rl redex internal to the subexpression M in . Similarly, if 9 is a set of 

redexes in M”, we write MO% MR if none of the Ri is a residual of a redex of ZF. 

ence, if 9 is the set of all redexes of we have %[M]-$N iff ‘B[M]GN 

oreover, let M[9\n] denote the substitution in M of all redexes of s by the 
constant a. Now we can state what we want. (The proof is postponed until the next 
section). 

012 5.4. For my context %[] and angr expressio~2 

there are expressions M’ trnd IV’ such that LB M’, N =Z N’, and E[ 

. Given a set of redexes 9 in an expression 

the set of residuals sf the redexcs of 9 in M’, then 

* Follows by induc:‘ion on the length of the reduction fro 

‘, where the redix , first contracted, is 

redexes of 9 and s1 is the set of resi the re 
the relative pas-ition and 
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r any context %‘s[] and expression 

U,(%[aj: a E 94( 

e y Lemma 5.6, as 34 ( ) is a directed set, 
&o directed and U IK exists since # is complete for directed subsets. 

First, if a is in Sa( ) there is an expression N such that 

So we have, by Proposition 5.2 %[a] E %[N] since a matches 

Q’s, But as -% N we have, too, %[ ] = %[N] by Theorem 

ence, we get %! for any a in slz( ). Therefore %[ 
bound of X and U 

Conversely, if % [ M] G’N, there are M’ and ‘, lV$ N’, and 

‘13 N” (by PropoSirlu._ V. ‘rz-el 5 4). Let 9 be the $-et of all redexes of ‘; we have 

‘12 IV. By Lemma 5.5, if 9’ is the set of the residuals of the redexes of % in 9 

Iv’, we have %[M’][S\$‘l]L N’[ZF’\fl]. Moreover, %‘[M‘][S\Q]s %[@( w 
since 0 and &conversions are valid we get 

4(N) < g;(W) = 4(N’[F’\O]) 5 N’[9’\ 

su:h that %[M] + N there is an 

Since 

If M c ‘1 for any coea?xt % [ 1. 

Since ‘, for any a in 5z2( ) there is a b in &( ‘) such that a < tb. 
Hence, by Lemma 5.6, %“[a] G %[b]. Since 2 is complete, we get 

U!{%qa]: a E J2q 

lnd, by Lemma 5.7, %[ 
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conjectured the completeness of 

exists 
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inside-out reductions, i.e., if 

-2 
LO. 

0, as poi 

there 

. If inside-out nxiuctinns al%? complete, t?Wn 

. 12 IV*, there is N such that 

inside-out srtzductions are complete. Let UC prove, by induc 

context %[I, that if %[ I--*-; IV, there is an 
i.0. 

osition 9 is true. 

’ and 

. 
[], then %??[M] = Ad slnd 
hx l %*[I, the induction 

I%II], as the reduction %[ * N ,is inside= belt, we have 
. . 

] *_r M’ and MVV’~ At Hence, by induction there is an 
i.0. 

l?J 

I, we have the same proof. III 

s 

e problem is now to keep track o ahe redexes contracted in some reduction 

in order to be a to reorder them in an inside-out way, and to show the 
e do .this by’introducing a new set A -expressions (A’) 

of labels as follows. Let LEO = {a, b, c . l l } e an infinite set of 
e consider the set 2 of all strings of characters formed on 5%, with any 

lining and underlining. So expressions of 5? are: 

e: 



of considering Ltegers as ex 
of A’, we define a l 

and the substitution operation is define 

= 4x0 

Y"[Hq =y" 

(AY )"fx\N]=(hy* 

L the difficulties due to ct-conversion. Then the p-rule is defined (by 
monotony) from: 

I a 

I aikda 

aEkZiefd_hbi j 
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predicate $$@(a!, p) is verified. So, for instance, using a graph ‘notation for A- 
expressions (see Morris [pI where nodes A and y corresponds to abstraction and 
application), we have figure 1 if we suppose P((Y, p) always true, In fact, we can 
restrict our attention to A-expressions labelled by a set 9’ of labels defined as 
containing: 

I a if a E SO 

and it is clear that expressions labelled by 9’ keep their labels in 9 after some 
&reductions. We remark too that other A -calculus languages are obtainable from 
this oue by some homomorphism: for instance Wadsworth’s typed h-calculus and 
Morris’ definition of {descendants. Let the height h(a) of a label a of 9 be defined 
by: 

[ h(a) =o if a E2?0 

i 
h(ap)= [hia), h(p)] If a,@ ~2 

1 h(g) = 1+ h(a) if cy E 56 

and let the degree of a redex be the label af its abstraction part. Hence, we have 
degree (([Ax dkf)"N)B)= a. 

Propdtion 7.1. The residuals of a redex R have the same degree 3s 

Proof. Suppose 1M- N and R is a redex, in M, of the form R = ((Ax - PjaQ)@. If 
S = ((Ay l ‘r)yU)E l IS another redex of A4, we show by cases that residual(s) of S in _X 
have the same degree y than S in M 

a) If R and S are 2 disjoint expressions, it is obvious. 
2) If S is in 12, then S is in P or Q and the contraction of R may have only an 

effect on the external label 8 of S. 
3) If R is in S, then R is in T or Lr and the contraction of R has no effect on the 

degree y of S. Cl 

reposition 7.2. If 9 (a, 13) implies 9 (a, # ) for any labels a, p, y of .A!‘, then the 
/3-4e of tk Eabelled calculus is Church-Rasp.*. 

sitism 7’.3., If 
I) P(a, 0’) implies S(a, yp) for arty labels a, & y of 55 
2) the set {h(a)1 P(a, p) is true j is bounded then any labelled A-expression 

strongly nomtalizes (i.e., any reduction in this labelled calculus has a finite length ). 

these Propositions are 
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N: N’. 

If M-kV, then there is an expression N’ such that M -% N’ and 
Lo. 

Proof. Let U be the labellcd A-expression obtained from 1M by labelling all the 
subexpressions of M with a different letter of .2$. We can associate to the reduction 

MI-f* Np an isomorphic labelled reduction U 1: V More precisely, this reduction 
can be written: 

RI a2 u= &-v,-+v,-%=-sv, =V 

Let us now consider the predicate ~(cu, p) defined on labels by: 

!?(a, /3) is true iff a = degree (Ri) for some i (1 s i s n) 

The twa assumptions of Proposition 3’ are verified and, hence,. U strongly 
normalizes. Let V’ be the normal form of U, then V-, V’, because the 
Church-Rosser assumption is true and for instance, any innermost reduction 
reaches the normal form V'. Let 

u= v&b v,s’- v*s,_ . ..&v.= V’ 

be such an innermost reduction. (We then have, for all i, degree (Si) = degree (RJ 
for some j between 1 and n). We claim that this reduction is inside-out. Suppose 
i C j for some i, ,i between 1 and m and suppose Si is a residual of a redex 52; 
internal to Sr in L;-,. By Proposition l’, we have degree (S;) = degree (Sj) and then, 
as the predicate 9 is true for $9 9 is also true for Si. The reduction from U to V’ is 
thus not an innermost reduction and we have a contradiction. Let N’ be the 
h-expression obtained by erasing the labels of V'. As an isomorphic reduction of A 

I 
cortespondf to any labelled reduction, we have N’> Iv’ and M 3 N’. 0 . . 

In fact, with the same method, if M $ M’ and ML M”, we have an N such that 

M’+ N and M”3 N. In the above proof, we do not need the strclng normalization 
. . . . 

property, but only the normalization of innermost reductions which is easier to 
prove. But the strong normalization property shows that we can extract arbitrarily 
large finite Church-Rosser subsets in the set of all reductions of a given expression. 
The inside-cut way is just a particular order in such a subset. 

Conclusim 

The interpretation (9, .&, although strongly inspired by Scott’s theory of cd3mputa- 
tion, is purely algebraic. I-Iere, we do not have a definition of applica:ion as in Scott 
[ll, 121 or elch [16]. But with the help of labelled calculus, any expression cat be 
considered as thte li-mit of expressions having a normal form,, If we think of 
A +xpressions s programs, the interpretation (2, &) seems to be tie minimal one 
TV consider. T s WC expect that (#,R) is some kind of free interpretatio 

retation is weaker land 
his c 

onstants and new conversion rules to them, but it is clear that we could 
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have e&s:& ti and A,x l In in the whole paper with minor modifications of the 
different proofs $ee [6]). We remark too that there e ist two different ways of 
proving the congruence induced by the i rpretation: 1) using the completeness of 
the inside-out reductions as suggested b elch [l5]; 2) using a ch,aracterization a la 

ohm of the order defined by the interpretation as done by Hyland [*$I, Here we 
use the first method and we c;how a “str g” completeness of the inside- 
reductions; but it would have been suffici for the congruence ta satisfy 

following “wt=ak” property: for any expressions N such that L h; there is an 

expression N’ such that M 5 IV’ a d 4(N) < $(N’) (see Wadsworth [l?jj. Another 
i Al. 

question is to t&e into a$count extensionality and build an algebraic interpretation 
where the q-rule is valid. This is done by Hyland [4]. Finally, the labelled 
il-calcvrlus seems interesting in itself [7], since we can capture the history of any 
reduction in the labels. 

To D. Park and I? ‘Welch without whom I would not have thought of the inside-out 
reductions; to G. Ylotkin, D. van Daalen and R. de Vrijer without wskom I could 
not have done the PDpendix; to G. Kahn and G. Huet for their constant help. 

The Church-Rosser property in the lzbelled calculus (by the TaiYt-Martin L8f 
method). 

Let G’(M) be defined by: 

i 

%(X0) =x a 

%((hx l Mi”) 

W((Ax l 
)“N)B\ - /36 l %(M)[x\g l S(N)] if P(cY, p) 

= (%(M)%(N))” otherwise 

Let + M’ denote a parallel ster 8 y ,sf reduction and be defined by the following 
inference rubies and axiom: 
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By (cases on M. The only problem is when = x@. Then tile associativity 
cf concatenation gives the answer. El 

. If’ x # y and x is not free in N’, then : 

M[x\N] [y\N’] = [y\N’] [x’,Vj\N’]] 

roof. By induction on the size of M. The only problem is when = .xcI. Then we 
apply Lemma 1. 0 

emma 3. If +M’, then wM+wM’ 

roof. By cases on the rule or axiom used for M-+ ‘. The only interesting case 
is when: 

M = [(Ax 9 M,) )@ + M’ = 137 l M:[x\y l 

with M,+ MI, M2+ fit; and 9(y, p). Then: 

a l M = ([A.. M,)’ ’ = a 9 (Pr 0 M:[x\y l A!;:]) 

As P (‘y, p) implies 9 (T, cup), we have: by rule IV: 

cu l M = ((Ax - Ml)’ )“@ -+ cypy * Adl[x\y * 

and by the assoriativity of concatenation (Y l -)a-M’. I.7 

’ 2nd N+ IV’, then [x\N]-+ M’[x’,N’] 

oaf. By induction of the size of M. 

p == M’. Then we use Lemma 3. 
‘. Then obvious by axiom I. 

a variable and we have several cases according to the rule used for 
<p:lly interesting one is when: 

4 and Then, ignoring cri-conversio ave: 



By induction, we know 
using rule IV, we have 

y induction on the size of There are two interesting cases: 

using rule IV: 

t = \((A% l A&) 

with 
and 
3: 

--) A& and P(cw, p). Then we have by induction M+ %(M 
ence, by Lemma 3: g l Id;-, s l %(M*), and by Lemma 4 an 

. If iI4 + F and .IM --) MN, then there is an N such that ‘+43 and 

. e d:ake N = %( ) and use Lemma 5. •I 

“, then there is an 

y inductian on the sum of length of the reductions 
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y induc?ion on te. = 0, this is clearly true. therwise, we must have: 

(-4( _1)k .z+# (Ay . 

and: 

((AY l JP y\y l N$qAx l - 

ence, we get I~(T( )) s h(y) by induction. e also have: 

h(r)< h(q)< h(r(/%+ P[y\y +L]))~ lb(a). 0 

l” M[x\N] f, (Ay l P)“, we oniy have two cases: 

1) M’*- (.‘y 

01” 

= ( l l l ((x8Ml)@1 ‘[x\lv]: (Ay l P) 

roof. Application of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, Cl 

Ii !V, N are in XNI. ttten ] ks in SPA 

Let m be the upper bound of the set (h(a) 1 P(a, p) is true}, which exists 
.on (2), and prof ( ) be the maximal length of reductions starting from 

in 9X We do an induction on the triple: 

(h (NV) - m, pro 

11 is the size of 
The only interesting case is w’hen: 

f 
=a 

\ 
)” and 

ma 2 tells us there are 



prof (*& l Ml[.x \ g1 l M*]) c prof (Aq 

and by induction M’ is in Sr*JI/: 

21 and Q,[x\N] -T (hy . B1)Pl. As 

I[x\N] is in 9X and .A&[x\N] 1* Q,[x\N], ~4: have PI in SPJK oreover: 

Q,[x\N] == I( 0 8 l (((p 9 N)N;)"lN#"L l l . N;)“m 

where N: = Ni [x \PIJ] folr all i. Hence, using Lemma 1: , 

h@(N)) 5~ k(r(P l N)) s h (a1) < hCg1) :s h (T@ . M&\N])) 

and by induction M’ is in YW. 0 

If 9 r9erifies assumptbns (1) and (2), every expression M strongly 

. By induction on the size of M and application of Lemma 3. q 
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